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To people affected
Their doctors and carers
To Media

Zürich, den 19th. April 2020

ref. Covid-19-Crisis: Many possible causes, various assumptions, 
numerous trials with patients and different strategies to cope 
with the epidemic

Dear Sir or Madam

As you may learn from the new document by John Rappoport, cases of the 
alleged Covid-19 pandemic are identified by means of tests, which, 
according of the information of its producers, allone cannot demonstrate a 
Covid-19 infection so that it has to be confirmes by clinical data, without 
approving that Covid-19 is the cause of the occurring illness, as various, 
bacterial, viral and parasitic agents of lung-inflammations may induce a 
positive test result. Even as nowadays clinical data of patients are often 
not available, day by day numbers of newly infected persons,won by these 
tests are presented in major media to underline a devasting world-wide 
pandemic. 
 
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/08/corona-creating-illusion-of-
pandemic-through-diagnostic-test/

The entities detected by PCRs tests, which are presented in colourful 
computer-graphics as Covid-19 viruses, are not clearly defined viruses, but 
more likely parts from so-called exosomes, which show the same size, the 
same receptors and also RNA as defined to be characteristic for viruses. 
These packs of substances, termed as exosomes which are normaly built 
in cells, are built in higher numbers, when the organism has to deal with 
stressors such as bacterial toxins, heavy metals, chemical substances, 
hurts, psychic stress and electro-magnetic or nuclear radiation. They emit 
signals with information on its ingredients to distant cells, to which they 
hand over its ingredients, for its dissolution respectively for the building of 
new cells, or budd out of cells and the body, informing via micro-emissions 
members of similar specia on the internal situation of immunity and 
metabolism.  Samples of tissue or of saliva, analyzed by the PCR-method 
may give a distant image on the metabolism, nutrition habits, 
environmental conditions and health problems of a person, that can be 
loads of antibiotics, heavy metals or micro-dust in Wuhan (China) or in 
Milan  (Italy), which get into nutrients and may cause chronic diseases, or 
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can be a high, repeated daily consumption of alcohol which has led to the 
severe course of lung-infections after ski holidays in Ischgl (Austria). 
infections by viruses of animal origin, which via meet have passed over to 
humans, may be another factor. 

In this regard, it is well understood, that mainly elderly persons with 
chronic diseases, who take immune suppressive medications and do not 
get targeted treatment for their diminishing defence capacity, show a 
severe course of pulmonary infections occuring with flues such as Covid-
19. The so-called Corona pandemic in this way reveals how many people 
in the world today show immune deficiencies. In this situation covid-19 
tests give a non accurate image of such pathogenic factors and invite 
therby to Don-Quijoteries of any kind. Together with clinical data, that 
often are not optained, they may only detect an acute flue-illness of any 
origin when it happens. 

Dr. Andrew Kaufman et al. : Are We Dealing with Exosomes?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWRbIIaPV78&feature=emb_logo

Starting with only 150 cases found by such measurements outside of 
China on the 25th January, it was no sleigh of hand for leaders such as Bill 
Gates to declare together with the WHO a global emmergency on the 30st 
January at the World Economic Forum in Davos, interrupting immediatly 
the trade with China and bringing the lockdown to countries all over the 
world, liquidating therby small busines and self-employment and causing 
unemployment and famine in many developped and developping 
countries. 

Prof. Michel Chossudovsky: Complexities of COVID-19: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_I4IOOU8po&feature=emb_title

Whilst there are various hypotheses on the causes of the Covid-19 crisis
there is a common sense about the role of pre-existing diseases such as 
chronic pulmonary disorders, diabetes, high blood presure and cardio-
vascular diseases for a severe course of the illness, that make 
hospitalisatzion necessary. 

How complex is the pneumonia-crisis ?

http://mitrinchera.obolog.es/how-complex-is-this-pneumonia-crisisr-2529995

Asymptomatic carrier state, acute respiratory disease, and pneumonia due to 
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2): Facts and 
myths

[PDF] sciencedirect.com  .  

Numerous trials with various substances, carried out to find an effective 
Covid-19 treatment, have alredy got permissions for administraion of old 
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and new medicaments in tests with Covid-19 patients or for regular 
administration in treatment. The rating of its effects showed many 
insufficient results and open questions in a first overview. 

Drug Evaluation during the Covid-19 Pandemic
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2009457?query=featured_home

Guidelines on the Treatment and Management of Patients with COVID-19
https://www.idsociety.org/practice-guideline/covid-19-guideline-treatment-and-
management/

Pharmacologic Treatments for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): A 
Review

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2764727

As new studies reveal a high number of Covid-19 patients die from 
pulmonary embolism, which can be prevented by means of a blood 
thiner such as Clexane, that could  be administrated via injection at home. 

https://www.thrombosisresearch.com/article/S0049-3848(20)30120-1/
fulltext

Different views exist on a successfull strategy to cope with the Covid-19 
epidemic. Whereas one side (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) sees a 
total lockdown with stict quarantine measures and contact tracing as the 
only mean to dam the epidemic, the other side (for example Sweden) did 
not install a general lockdown, so that the industry, institutions, shops and 
restaurants remained open, and only professional schools and universities 
were closed and only certain retirement homes received visiting bans, 
whilst the public received detailled information, how to protect elderly 
persons with chronic illnesses by respecting rules such as: the distance 
and hygiene rules in the public and everyone having flue symptoms,  to 
stay at home for two weeks.

Only strict quarantine measures can curb the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

[PDF] eurosurveillance.org

2020 Corona Virus Pandemic in Sweden

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Sweden

Burden and prevalence of prognostic factors for severe covid-19 disease in 
Sweden

[PDF] medrxiv.org
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Information from the swedish authorities:

https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/the-public-health-agency-of-sweden/
communicable-disease-control/covid-19-new-legislation-for-restaurants-
bars-etc/

https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/the-public-health-agency-of-sweden/
communicable-disease-control/protect-yourself-and-others-from-spread-of-
infection/

https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/the-public-health-agency-of-sweden/
communicable-disease-control/covid-19/

With the proclamation of the number of positiv testes persons, termed as 
«the newly infected» in the TV-news, there is now also a proclamation of 
the number of the recovered, of which we do not know, on what basis it is 
found, and whether it comes from antibody tests made. 

Evaluation of a COVID-19 IgM and IgG rapid test; an efficient tool for 4 
assessment of past exposure to SARS-CoV-2

[PDF] diva-portal.org

The transmission of antibodies from recovered to ill persons represents 
apparently an effective treatment but gamma globulins available on the 
market today do not contain such antibodies. 

With the easing of the lockdown measures in Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland, we can now see, which strategy on the longer term brings a 
lesser mortality and a better herd-immunity, which is essential for 
overcomming a flue-epidemic. At this time it will also become evident, 
which of the two strategies has more damaging effects on the 
forthcomming economic development and negativ impact on the life 
quality of the citicens. 

Allthough the number of new infections already declined in Germanay 
below one before the intallation of the lockdown on March 23rd, as it can 
be learned from the numbers of the statal Robert Koch Insitute, and the 
highest peak of the epidemic in Germany had already been exeeded, as 
can be learnerd from comparing these data with the ones from earlier 
epidemics, the German government installed further incisive measures 
with negative effects for many people in Germany and abroad.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vy-VuSRoNPQ&feature=youtu.be

After awating the new seasonal flue-virus from the family of Corona 
viruses and doing experiments with bats on corona viruses, for its genectic 
variation in laboratories in Wuhan and elsewhere, it finally turned up, 
inducing an epidemic in China and in other countries, that now allowes 
tests with old and new substances in ill patients and the development of 
new medicaments and tests, which in very short time can be released on a 
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world-wide market. Is there any better situation for big pharma and its 
researchers?

Felix de Fries


